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Report of the No Drug Pledge Campaign by NSS Unit on 12th August, 2022

Under the aegis of Nasha Mukht Bharat Abhiyaan
Abhiyaan, National
ational Service Scheme (NSS) Unit
U
organised a pledge ceremony
emony against Drug Abuse on 12th August, 2022 in the College
campus. The event started at 11:00 am and witnessed the participation of around 60 NSS
volunteers, besides students and faculty members of the College. The event was conducted in
two
wo phases. In the very first phase, NSS volunteers, staff and the students
students, led by the
Principal of the College, Prof (Dr.) Manzoor Ahmad Lone gathered
hered in the Girls park of the
College. The Pledge
ledge was read by NSS Programme O
Officer,
fficer, Dr Safeer Ahmed Bhat which was
followed
ollowed by all the participants. The main aim of the pledge was to create awareness among
masses and free those involved in the Drug Abuse. Prof (Dr.)
.) Manzoor Ahmad Lone
L
highlighted the importance working actively against drug abuse for the establishment of a
healthy society.
In the second phase of the campaign, Dr. Sa
Safeer Ahmad Bhat gave requisite instructions to
the volunteers regarding drug abuse campaign and the volunteers
olunteers were galvanized to spread
awareness among the students about the ill effects of drug abuse
abuse,, by encouraging every
student to live drug free life and become creative and important members of the society.
Female Volunteers were envisioned to be impo
important
rtant stakeholders in the Abhiyaan as they can
have a positive impact not only on their families but also on the community. Through their
zeal, enthusiasm and network they can reach out to large sections of people through multiple
interventions. The NSS volunteers
lunteers were divided into different teams
teams, each team comprising
of a student speaker, to woo the huge gathering of students in the Classrooms and
Examination Halls
alls regarding the menace of drug abuse and the associated health impacts and
read the pledge before
fore them and the students and the staff in the examination halls also took
the pledge. It was concluded that Youth are a major stakeholder in NMBA as they are the
most affected of substance abuse and are therefore effective in relating to younger generati
generation.

NSS volunteers gave orientation on the issue of substance use and pledged to engage
themselves in spreading this message across the country.
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